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Abstract: There is a wealth of contemporary scholarship pointing to ways in which
money and payment media are being rapidly reconfigured through data and
technology platforms, towards what Swartz terms ‘New Money’. In this article, we look
at these developments through the lens of design research and ask: how might we
approach the design of new money? And how can design research complement and
extend critical sociological work on payment technologies, monetization and new
cultural economies? To respond to these questions, we analyse a series of ‘creative
transactions’ that take place on live-streaming platform Twitch. Twitch offers a rich
example of payments as they are interweaved with social media. Employing Kow et
al.’s (2017) framework for ‘transactional attributes’ we explore how various forms of
payment and exchange in Twitch have been designed and adopted to perform
relational work across a ‘transactional community’. Through this case study, we
identify novel qualities and patterns of ‘new money’, and propose means and
opportunities for designers to engage critically with the design of contemporary
payment technologies.
Keywords: new money, creative transactions, twitch, cultural economy

1. Introduction
From mobile payment platforms such as Venmo, and platform currencies like WeChatPay, to
loyalty schemes such as Starbucks Rewards, or the rise of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Lana
Swartz offers a comprehensive thesis on how these forms of ‘new money’ can profoundly
shape forms of identities, communities and power (Swartz, 2020). Her work urges readers to
understand payment as a particular form of communication, and like Viviana Zelizer and
other scholars (Bandelj et al., 2017; Zelizer, 1989), demands that we recognise the inevitable
social qualities of monies. Swartz’s work is situated at a particularly disruptive moment in
the history of money, where traditional financial infrastructures – states, banks and financial
institutions – are being challenged by new technological means to manage, record and
communicate payments. Suddenly, coffee shops, sports teams, livestreaming platforms, art
galleries, pop bands, taxi services and online booksellers are in the business of designing
‘special digital monies’ (Kow et al., 2017) – new, highly specific ways to pay, tailored for
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particular purposes and social contexts that produce, in Swartz’s terms, distinct
‘transactional communities’.
However, for design researchers and practitioners, methods and approaches to design on,
for and through money can be lacking and poorly formulated. It is a topic often considered
beyond many design briefs and processes, or simply externalized as a concern for business
and marketing teams. While we are acutely aware of moments when money and payments
fail us, in most contexts we rarely give thought to financial interactions as something to be
actively designed for. In this paper, we therefore aim to begin bridging this gap and consider:
1) How designers, in research and practice, might approach ‘new money’ as a rich material
and context for design; and 2) how design research can actively contribute and extend our
understanding of rapidly emerging forms of payment.
We seek to do this through a worked example, analysing the design of payments that take
place on the live-streaming platform Twitch. Livestreaming has continued to grow in
popularity, and though initially centred on eSports and spectating of video games, these
platforms now host all manner of live (usually unscripted) content, from DJs and cooking
shows, to lorry-driving and illustration, or simply people ‘Just Chatting’. Curiously, while on
most channels the content is free to access (supported through advertising), many viewers
choose to pay to support streamers. In this respect, as livestreaming has become
increasingly professionalized and competitive (Johnson & Woodcock, 2019a; Postigo, 2016),
Twitch has led other livestreaming platforms in enabling and developing a multitude of
innovative transactional features that allow streamers to monetise engagement with their
audiences (Johnson & Woodcock, 2019b; Partin, 2019, 2020; Taylor, 2018). There are a
multitude of ways to pay – many of which are rich in meaning, and underpin the relations
between streamers and their audiences. Twitch is hence at the vanguard of what Lin terms
the ‘creator economy’ (Jin, 2020)– where individual creators turn away from advertising
revenues from mass audiences, and instead aim to monetise relationships with 1000 (or
even 100) ‘true fans’ (Kelly, 2008) through various ‘creative transactions’ (Elsden et al.,
2021). Finally, payments on Twitch are distinctly live, fast, dynamic and data-driven.
Payments are hyper-visible (Partin, 2019) and embedded in the performance taking place
– hence, payments on Twitch function as a form of social media (Acker & Murthy, 2018;
Swartz, 2020). By analysing the design of five distinct creative transactions on the platform
we aim to knit together Swartz and others’ sociological scholarship, with attention to how
transactions can, and are, designed in practice. Finally, we indicate the particular novel
qualities of designing ‘new money’, and fertile contexts for further transactional design
research.

2. Background & related work
In this section we set the scene, by highlighting some key prior works – on money and design
research, livestreaming economies, and specifically monetization on Twitch.

2
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2.1 Design research with money
Designers are most likely to be considered in regards to the look and feel, or the
representation of money. For example, the design and illustration of bank notes1 or
facilitating payments that provide a more convenient or secure user experience. These are
certainly important, but tend to situate a designer as a creative element within a linear value
chain, rather than considering how designers might more radically reconfigure value
constellations (Speed & Maxwell, 2015) through the design of payments as media. Indeed,
while designers increasingly turn towards methods and approaches to foreground particular
values in their practice, the design of anything economic is often considered out of scope
– or as Zelizer (2006) suggests, the social and economic are perceived as ‘hostile worlds’.
There is of course a rich history of research in the social sciences, Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) and new media studies illustrating the critical role that, form, material and
infrastructures play in how payments are understood and carried out. Maurer’s expansive
study and survey on the ‘anthropology of money’ charts not only the history of coinage but
the implications for its turn away from being something tangible to the intangible (Maurer,
2006). Perry & Ferreira (2018) emphasise the ways in which different forms of payment
necessitate distinct transactional work, which they term ‘moneywork’. Research in HCI has
especially identified the socially situated needs and qualities of different forms of payments
and money management in particular groups and communities – for example, rickshaw
drivers (Muralidhar et al., 2019), in household finances (Vyas et al., 2016), bus drivers
(Pritchard et al., 2015), saving clubs (Mehmood et al., 2019), ‘eighty somethings’ (Vines et
al., 2012). There has been particular attention to the social implications of the elimination of
cash payments (Ghosh & O’Neill, 2018; Pal et al., 2018) and surveillance (O’Dwyer, 2019).
Most notably for this paper (Kow et al., 2017) – have examined how digital platforms and
mobile currencies such as Alipay and WeChatPay represent a shift to ‘special digital monies’.
Focused on the novel and ubiquitous mobile payment in China, their work emphasizes how
designers – and increasingly users themselves – can “alter and define transactional rules and
pathways [to] vastly expand the potential of digital monies” and hence recognize the many
“informal and nuanced uses” of money, within social interactions. In a further example,
Elsden et al. (2019), point to the potential implications of ‘programmable money’ – through
a case study of how the web automation service If This Then That (IFTTT) as it is applied to
mobile banking services. Both of these studies highlight the extent to which ‘New Money’
depends upon (and accelerates) the circulation of transactional data, leading to what
O’Dwyer (2019) describes as a ‘cache society’.
Nonetheless, there remain limited examples of how to relate, apply and explore these
special digital monies through design research and practice. Notable examples include
experiments where digital currencies are embedded into coffee machines (Pschetz et al.,
2017) and coffee cups2, or distributed according to location-based smart contracts (Nissen et
1
2

https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/episode-54-the-colour-of-money/
https://aftermoney.design/kash-cups/
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al., 2018). Elsewhere, Plantoids3 are sculptures which automatically ‘reproduce themselves’
(by commissioning a new sculpture) upon receipt of donation in Bitcoin. Studio PSK playfully
presented the Reciprociti Bank4 among other projects, to reimagine novel payment devices
and banking services based on transactional data and social rituals. While these are rich
exemplars of what is possible, many of these projects remain highly speculative. Ultimately,
there is a gap between the critical sociological and empirical inquiries of contemporary
financial technologies and infrastructures – exemplified in Swartz’s ‘New Money’ and
Bandelj et al.’s ‘Money Talks’ (2017) – and more critical, generative, design research. This
paper aims to bridge this gap, through a critical analysis of the design of creative
transactions on live-streaming platform Twitch.

2.2. Designing monetisation on Twitch
There have already been a number of specific studies on monetisation in livestreaming
(Wohn & Freeman, 2020; Zhang et al., 2019) and on Twitch in particular. Both Taylor (2018)
and Johnson & Woodcock (2019) articulate the range of features provided to streamers, and
their role in generating a reliable income through Twitch. We briefly recount these here.
Firstly, any streamer can profit through Twitch via links to off-platform sales and payments
which may lead to crowdfunding, donations, commissions or sales of merchandise. There
are three further ways for streamers to make money on Twitch, provided they have
sufficient volume of streaming and engagement (e.g. 50 followers, 500 minutes and 7
unique streams in a 30-day period) to become a Twitch ‘Affiliate’5 or ‘Partner’. Once an
affiliate, streamers can run ads and paid promotions which can occur before, and during
stream, or through dedicated ad-breaks, and sponsored streams. Affiliates can also benefit
from paid monthly subscriptions called ‘Subs’. These are purchased through an online
checkout, and offer tiered benefits determined by streamer, and are seen as reliable ways to
support a channel (Johnson & Woodcock, 2019a). Subscribers benefit from ‘perks’ such as
ad-free viewing, access to exclusive content and additional engagements with streamers and
their communities, for example, via a Discord online chat forum. Crucially, subscribers also
gain use of unique ‘emotes’ – low-res images and emoticons used in the live-video chat
alongside a stream. ‘Sub emotes’ are unique to a channel, and designed by the streamer
themselves, hence offering unique modes of expression to paying fans. Finally, tipping and
‘tip jars’ (for example through a link to paypal.me6) are prolific on livestreaming platforms.
However, since 2016, Twitch has introduced ‘Cheering with Bits’. Bits are very carefully
outlined by Twitch as a paid, ‘virtual good’ (and not a currency), similar to an in-game
purchase or item. Nonetheless, they function very much as a medium of exchange and unit
of account. They are maintained as a balance in a users’ account – though only Twitch
affiliates and partners are able to receive Bits from other users (while streaming) and cashhttp://okhaos.com/plantoids/
https://www.studiopsk.com/reciprocitibank.html
5 https://affiliate.twitch.tv/
6 https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/
3
4
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out. Viewers can buy Bits (through a card payment) in batches or top-up, and then donate or
spend these during a live stream. When Bits are donated, a celebratory ‘Cheermote’ appears
in the chat. Such payments during a stream are highly visible (Partin, 2019, 2020) and
frequently trigger notifications and recognition from a streamer. Bits can be cashed out by
streamers, while subs and ad-revenue are paid out on a monthly basis to affiliates and
partners. However, it is important to note that Twitch can take a considerable percentage of
the income derived from these transactions (as much as 50% for subs).
On the surface, these monetization features are well documented and understood. They are
resonant of other contemporary business models for online content production and creative
transactions, relying on a mix of advertisement, donations and regular subscriptions or
patronage (Swords, 2017). However, monetization on Twitch has rarely been considered
through a design lens, in order to understand how transactions are designed and configured
in particular ways to produce valuable relations and communities around a channel, which
audiences ultimately choose to pay for.

3. Method and analysis: Transactional attributes
Our design analysis draws directly on the framework for transactional attributes (Kow et al.,
2017). These six attributes are reproduced in Table 1 below, and extend Zelizer’s original
work on ‘special monies’ to digital domains. They’re useful for our analysis here, as these
attributes relate to fundamental qualities of transactions that can be designed and varied to
produce distinct relations. Sometimes these features are patently clear, other times they are
more subtle. We can also consider how different combinations of these attributes, form
certain patterns of interactions (Dieter & Tkacz, 2020). As an example, ‘cheering’ with Bits on
Twitch relies on a specific flow, between actors (from individual audience member, to
streamer, via Twitch), along with a highly visible representation of the transaction in live text
chat, and specific timing – where cheers often respond to particular events during a stream.
The five transactions we focus on in this paper, derive from an initial documentation of all of
the key opportunities and sites for transactions to take place on the platform. We informally
spent many hours observing and participating in various Twitch streams. However, our
analysis here is primarily informed through a close reading of the extensive resources and
training materials provided by Twitch to aspiring creators to introduce the native
monetisation features in Twitch. These include introductory and ‘how to’ guides, video
explainers and Q&As, featuring prominent streamers as part of the Twitch ‘creator camp’7,
and more detailed policies and conditions around ‘acceptable use’ of various features. There
are limitations to this approach – we have not spoken directly to users or streamers, though
there are numerous other empirical studies (e.g. Wang et al., 2019; Wohn et al., 2019; Wohn
& Freeman, 2020; Zhang et al., 2019) to draw from, and we supplemented our own
understanding through observation. Instead, we lean strongly towards considering how and

7

https://www.twitch.tv/creatorcamp/en/
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why these features have been designed as they are, and how they are intended to be used
by the platform.
Table 1. Edited summary of framework for ‘Transactional Attributes’ provided by Kow et al. (2017)
Transactional
Attribute

Description

Actors

Who are the payers, and who are the payees? There can be multiple payers
and payees in a transaction.

Context

Where is this transaction going to take place? For example, within instant
messaging, online forums, a mobile app, or other digital spaces.

How should money be graphically represented? For example, money can be
Representation represented as numbers on screen, or as graphical representations of digital
artifacts.
Quantity

How much money will each payer give, and each payee receive?

Flow

How will the money flow from one actor to another? The money may flow
from one actor to another, one to many, many to one, many to many, or in a
combination of these processes. Certain money flow may also be forbidden.

Timing

When and under what conditions will the above transaction rules be
activated?

4. Designing transactions on Twitch
4.1. Subs: Timing, representation, flow
Paid subscriptions have become a widespread form of payment for creative work,
underpinning platforms such as Patreon8 and Substack9. However, on Twitch, ‘Subs’ are not
directly a payment to access content itself, but are used to demonstrate loyalty, support and
active membership of a community or fanbase around a streamer. Several transactional
attributes underpin the design of Subs.
Representation: Subscribers are clearly denoted and distinguished in the chat stream.
Visibility is provided through badges, emotes and alerts and make it more likely that
streamers will be able to recognise and directly respond to their subscribers, even with
many hundreds or thousands of viewers. ‘Sub-only’ emotes have very particular, organic and
situated meanings, often referring to particular events or in-jokes on a channel that derive
from and representative of the community around a streamer. By using unique emotes, in
any channel on Twitch, subscribers can distinctly signal that they belong to a particular
transactional community. As with many other services, the timing of subs is monthly and
recurring (though can be paid annually). Crucially, continuous subscription is presented as a
tenure or ‘streak’, with key milestones such as 6, 12, or 24 months of subscription

8
9

6

https://www.patreon.com
https://substack.com/
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represented through badges that appear in chat. These badges rely on transactional data of
each month’s previous subscription.

Gifted subs announced
live in chat.

Subscribers access
unique emotes

New subs announced
alongside tenure.

Badges show subscriber tenure

Figure 1. Screenshot of a chat window in Twitch. Each user has various ‘badges’ before their name
that designate particular roles and status such as subscribers, moderators and ‘VIPs’.

The flow of subscriptions is typically from many-to-one – from viewers to a streamer.
However, users can purchase and gift Subs to other viewers through various mechanics. Subs
can be gifted to specific known users; for multiple months at time, or gifted anonymously.
It’s also possible to shower gifts on a community by gifting up to 100 subscriptions at once,
somewhat at random, to other viewers of the stream (see Figure 2). In practice, who
receives these gifted subscriptions is determined algorithmically, based on who is viewing
the stream. Crucially, gifting like this facilitates a transactional flow between viewers
themselves, rather than simply from viewers to streamers. These not only provide financial
support for a channel, but directly supports and grows a community around a stream.

7
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Receiving a gift at
random from another
Twitch user

Bits, depicted through
‘Cheermotes’ and
denoted by quantity

Figure 2. Screenshot of a chat window where the author was ‘gifted’ a subscription to a channel by
another viewer. Numbered ‘cheermotes’ highlight gifts of Bits during the stream.

4.2. Bits: Timing, context, representation
In contrast to subscriptions, ‘cheering’ through Bits are distinguished by their momentary
and one-off nature. Also unlike subscriptions, there are few lasting rewards or perks for
viewers who pay in this way. As transactions, the context, timing and representation are key.
Representation: even though it is possible to give Bits anonymously, they will always appear
in chat (Figure 2). This hypervisibility means viewers can see exactly how much and when
another viewer provides a donation or tip (Partin, 2019). Payment becomes part of the
spectacle. Donations of Bits are repeatedly described as ‘cheers’ by Twitch. Unlike other
emotes, Bits are animated and appear celebratory when donated. Like bank notes, the
quantity determines the particular size and representation of the ‘cheermote’ that will
appear in the chat window. Context & Timing: The context and timing is essential to what a
donation means and achieves. It is impossible to ‘cheer’ with Bits when a channel is offline,
but payment can happen at any time during the stream, not only before or after a
performance. A ‘cheer’ might acknowledge an achievement, contribute to a shared goal, be
used to steer conversation, act as a greeting or spark competition. Ultimately, this is all
highly contextualised and co-created by the streamer and their audiences.
Bits can be also used as a kind of currency to support ‘channel games’ (Johnson &
Woodcock, 2019b) or competitions between viewers. Several plug-ins configure donations
or Bits to ‘buy’ particular items, or actions that a streamer will undertake. Figure 3 shows
various ‘Stream Stickers’10 that viewers can purchase with Bits which then appear as an

10
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overlay on the stream. Through such creative live integrations, there is the potential to
underpin all manner of other meaningful creative transactions, and influence the action.

Third-party plug-ins can
be customised and
added to channel page
Bits, used as a currency to
purchase stickers that will
overlay the video stream

Stickers designed with
meaning for the stream

Figure 3. Stream Stickers purchased through Bits that will appear overlaid on the stream.

4.3. Leaderboards: Actors, quantity
Leaderboards of donations and subscriptions are a common feature throughout Twitch,
dependent upon transactional data. On each channel, Twitch displays a weekly ‘top three’
leader board of ‘Gifted Subs’ and donated ‘Bits’ embedded directly within the chat window.
Third-party plug-ins can also be added to a channel profile to rank viewers who have
donated or tipped the most to support the stream (see Figure 4). Leaderboards are designed
to surface two key attributes of financial transactions: quantity and the actors involved.
By identifying specific actors, leaderboards encourage competition between some viewers in
a transactional community, as well as recognizing and conferring status on those who are
most financially supportive. Leaderboards are automatically updated as donations are
received; many are also designed to reset on a weekly or monthly basis. Hence, to remain
top of a leaderboard, contributors must give regularly, rather than making a single, large,
historical donation.

9
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Leaderboards quantify
and rank the support of
audiences

‘Reset’ on a monthly
basis to encourage
regular giving

Figure 4. Native monthly leaderboards for 'Gifted Subs' and 'Bits' contributed to a channel.

Countdown timer and
target set to keep the
‘train’ going

Success unlocks unique
emotes that all viewers can
use in the chat window

Largest contributors gain a
‘Hype Conductor’ badge

Figure 5. Screenshot of a Hype Train in progress. A timer and progress bar incentivises viewers to give
in order to keep up the hype and gain unique emotes. The largest contributor will earn a
‘hype conductor’ badge.

4.4. Hype train: Actors, timing, quantity
A more complex transactional mechanic or ‘channel game’ on Twitch, incorporating Bits and
Subs is a Hype Train11 (Figure 5). This is a special mode for competitive and collaborative
support of a channel, that is triggered during a live stream when there is a sudden surge of
financial contributions.
The key transactional attributes here are, who is giving (actors), when they give (timing) and
how much they contribute (quantity). A Hype Train is triggered ‘organically’ when a
specified number of ‘Subs’ or ‘Cheers’ take place within a five-minute period. Once initiated,
the Hype Train begins a countdown (timing). To keep the Hype Train going, viewers must
keep supporting through Bits and Subs. Each time the target is reached before the timer runs
11

https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/hype-train-guide?language=en_US
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out, the Hype Train progresses, through levels 1 to 5. All of this depends on transactional
data. The reward for viewers who take part in the Hype Train is to unlock further custom
emotes; in addition, the highest contributors during a Hype Train gain a new ‘transactional
identity’ (Swartz, 2020) and are named ‘conductors’, unlocking a unique badge
(representation). While the flow of transactions remains the same, from viewers to
streamers, contributions are visibly pooled towards a collective aim – to make this both a
collaborative and competitive transaction taking place across a transactional community.

4.5. Channel points: Quantity, flow, actors, representation
Lastly, Channel Points12 are a distinctly non-monetary transaction on Twitch, that function
similarly to a kind of loyalty scheme. They are accrued gradually by viewers as an automatic
reward for viewing and participating in a stream. The flow here is unique, from the channel
(via Twitch) back to the viewers. Importantly, the primary actors in this transaction are
viewers who are likely not already paying (or are not able to pay) to support the stream, but
nonetheless can gain access to some of the perks of paying subscribers or cheering such as
access to emotes (and the ability to customize them), or highlighting chat messages.
However, the points cannot be ‘spent’ on any other channel, their context is restricted to a
specific channel. The points are earned based on the quantity of viewing and engagement;
their use and value is highly customisable, and specific to each channel with points given
unique names and icons on each channel meaning they can be represented as an channelspecific currency.

Various actions to
engage with stream
earn ‘Channel Points’

Points can be used via the
chat window, towards various
perks, or to direct streamer

Figure 6. Screenshot of how Channel points can be earned through engagement with stream and
then spent on particular interactions and engagement.

Through these five examples, we aimed to highlight how a framework of ‘transactional
attributes’ (Kow et al., 2017) can be used to analyse the design of special digital monies, and
the ways they shape particular relations within transactional communities – locally, on
specific channels, or globally, across the Twitch platform as a whole. Payments on Twitch
12

https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/channel-points-guide?language=en_US
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seamlessly exist as a form of media and communication, and have become fundamental to
engagement, dialogue and recognition on many channels. Much like the content of the
stream itself, payment is live and unscripted, but the design and plurality of transactions that
take place provides multiple opportunities for audiences to participate and co-script the
stream (Ask et al., 2019) through the ways they pay.

5. Towards designing with ‘new money’
On the surface, though taking place in a novel digital context, many of the transactions we
have described above are broadly familiar ways to pay for creative work, acknowledge
membership of particular communities, to tip and to crowdfund. They also offer familiar
benefits to audiences to allow them to take part in something, to be recognized, to support
and to sustain creative practice. However, beneath this, there are several distinctive
qualities to the design of these transactions, which are dependent on contemporary features
of ‘new money’ and data-driven technologies. We suggest these demand new responses
from, and present new opportunities to, design.
Firstly, several of these transactions rely upon an immediate and constant circulation of
transactional data, instantly communicating exactly who, paid what, when and to whom.
This is fundamental for Bits to be construed as ‘Cheers’ taking place in the moment, or for a
Hype Train to be enacted. The immediacy of this communication facilitates a sense of
liveness, and dynamic interactions and responses to payments, as part of the performance.
Hence, this quality is most resonant for the timing, actors and flow in transactions. More
broadly, this data supports algorithmic curation across the platform. When a Hype Train
takes place, the channel may be featured on the Twitch front page; and Gifting Subs to an
audience is dependent at least on transactional data about who already subscribes.
There is a somewhat self-fulfilling cycle or flywheel here, where the design of these
transactions produce extraordinarily valuable behavioural data about audiences on Twitch. A
streamer can see in detail (and even playback) the precise moments and interactions that
triggered payments. As a platform, Twitch learns not only the channels you’ve watched, but
the ones you’ve chosen to pay for. As Partin (2019) notes, both the streamer, the platform
and the audience can all surveil these transactions, to different ends. By contrast, a theatre
box office selling tickets might know the demographic details of a patron, and the shows
that they’ve bought tickets to before, but little more; and the director, or actors on stage are
very unlikely to see that data.
Secondly, once woven into digital platform economies, and separated from traditional
payment infrastructures, payments can become easily differentiated, customizable and
personalized. For example, Bits function very much as a currency on Twitch, however they
are designed and distinguished legally as a ‘virtual good’. By placing monetization tools in
the hands of individual streamers, it becomes trivial for each channel to design and
experiment with its own currencies and economies. Much of this work concerns
representation – naming Channel Points, creating unique Sub emotes, or enabling stickers
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and stream overlays to be purchased with Bits. In addition, streamers can also enable and
configure all kinds of games, interactions and meanings that are bound up with different
transactions. This speaks directly to Zelizer’s original description of ‘special monies’ in which
relationships are differentiated and accounted for through distinctive forms of payment and
exchange. Emotes in particular are an incredibly rich and organic form of communication on
Twitch (Ford et al., 2017), but as a paid commodity, move towards a paid form of language.
This speaks to concerns that Swartz (2020) raises around the segmentation of transactional
communities, each with their own forms of payment. While the design of credit or store
cards has often been marketed towards certain tastes or identities, the ease and speed with
which payments can be subtly reconfigured, differentiated and tailored on the fly, is a
distinctly digital phenomenon, and indicates the potential for an explosion in the plurality of
forms of payment.
Relatedly, transactions can now be designed to be extraordinarily expressive, performative
and iterative creating a spectacle of payment. Imagine for a moment if we paid for food in a
restaurant or supermarket in the same way as payments are made on Twitch! Monetisation
on Twitch exemplifies ‘payment as social media’ in the extreme, rooted in the transactional
attributes of representation, timing and context. Channel Points, Hype Train, and
Leaderboards all require and produce cycles of engagement that streamers and audiences
can instantly respond to. While streams are predominantly free and accessible, payments
allow viewers to express, engage and co-create the value of their experience. Of course,
these forms of expression rarely stay the same and are frequently iterated and
experimented with by both streamers and viewers.
Finally, the vast transactional data available offers a base for transactions to be carefully
pre-programmed, or follow certain rules or algorithms. In particular, Bits can be configured
via plug-ins to trigger all manner of events and actions that influence the stream. A Hype
Train is an example of a programmable transaction, calibrated by the streamer so that a
fundraising event appears to happen organically. The key attributes in play here are around
flow, quantity and timing. Once again, the ability to do this is highly customizable, and
distributed. While the notion of programmability is familiar to complex financial products,
insurances, or high-frequency algorithmic trading, it is rarely a feature of everyday forms of
payment (perhaps with the notable exception of gambling). Describing ‘programmable
money’ in the context of integrations with web-automation platform IFTTT, (Elsden, Feltwell,
et al., 2019) note the potential for these transactions to be expressive and playful, but also
coercive and unpredictable – like many other data-driven systems. The rise of ‘cryptoeconomics’ (Voshmgir, 2020) shows the extent to which designing programmable
transactions and contracts (e.g. (Cila et al., 2020; Elsden, et al., 2019; Heitlinger et al., 2021;
Nissen et al., 2018; Tallyn et al., 2020) stretches the role, brief and demands of designers.
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6. Conclusions and future work
We chose Twitch as a leading example of monetization in digital services and a rich, and
innovative case study – though it is only one example. Our aim has been to show how
designers can think much more broadly about how to engage in the design of economic
transactions, which are often set apart from a design brief or process. To conclude, we wish
to finally point to some of the fertile ground and contexts in which designers might start to
consider how ‘new money’ can be designed progressively towards better human
interactions and values.
Most evidently, the gaming sector offers examples of virtual currencies (Y. Wang &
Mainwaring, 2008) and contexts that sit outside of traditional economies. Many young
people’s primary financial interactions may take place in video games; whether using VBucks to purchase new skins in Fortnite, or through ‘play-to-earn’ video games such as Axie
Infinity where in-game interactions, can produce valuable collectibles. The rapid innovation,
data gathering, and huge online communities for these global games create a breeding
ground for new creative transactions to emerge and scale. Many of these gaming contexts
and communities overlap with the spectacular emergence and hype around ‘NFTs’ (nonfungible tokens) in 2021, which are bound up in wider envisioning of ‘Web 3’ – a more
decentralized internet infrastructure, underpinned by micro-payments and token economies
(Voshmgir, 2020). While crypto communities and projects remain riven by contested
ideologies (see Lustig, 2019), speculative asset bubbles, and fundamentally questionable
legality, there is nonetheless a constant re-imagining of how the design of new transactions
can foster new relationships and societies. NFT ‘profile pic projects’ such as the ‘Bored Ape
Yacht Club’13 are emblematic of transactional communities – bound together simply by their
purchase and possession of a digital token that represents their ‘ownership’ of a particular
Bored Ape.
The promise and desire for alternative economic systems can also be found in the context of
the Creative and Cultural Industries, a sector devastated by venue closures during the Covid
pandemic, and underwritten by profoundly precarious and aspirational labour (Brook et al.,
2020; Duffy, 2017). Cultural workers increasingly work online, as ‘content creators’ – bound
up in digital economies driven by social media platforms. In practice, as we see on Twitch,
creatives are increasingly adopting and iterating new approaches and tools for ‘crowdfunding’ and ‘crowd-patronage’ (Swords, 2017), through platforms such as Patreon,
Gumroad14, and Ko-fi15. These platforms are attempting to fundamentally redesign Creative
Transactions (Elsden et al., 2021) and the way creative and cultural work is commissioned,
valued and distributed. Finally, designers might turn their attention to charitable giving more
broadly. There are numerous new contexts and media to support fundraising (many Twitch
streamers partake in ‘charity’ streams for example), but there are more novel opportunities
https://boredapeyachtclub.com/#/
https://gumroad.com/
15 https://ko-fi.com/
13
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to consider how the design of money itself can mediate charitable giving. ‘Programmable
Donations’ suggests the potential for donations to be automatically triggered in response to
real-world events and data (Bidwell et al., 2021; Elsden, Trotter, et al., 2019). Transactional
data from card payments, for example spending on travel, or luxuries, could be connected to
a donation to particular good causes, however the studies above show how such innovations
can produce complex and conflicting experiences for the donor.
Each of these domains themselves warrant considerable further research. The motivation of
this article is to urge designers & researchers to dive in head first, and critically shape
research agendas that for too long have been left to other disciplines first. This may be
uncomfortable at times. This work is undoubtedly political. It requires designers to think
about how their work interacts with wider systems, and move beyond purely
representational forms of design that can limit designers to playing a mostly aesthetic role,
as part of a linear value chain. What’s more, in order to move beyond a critique of new
money, we require design research to generate and offer new and better alternatives.
Design research in particular provides means to involve wider publics and communities in
discourses around the kinds of new monies they would value (Murray-Rust et al., 2021).
Design methodologies also bring ways to imagine, enact, test and experiment many
alternatives, and understand the patterns, qualities, materials and attributes that underpin
the how payments take place, and how they might be made different. The theories and
frameworks drawn upon in this paper exemplify but one approach that could be taken to get
to grips with how to design transactions towards better human relations and futures. We
will surely need many more.
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